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Abstract
We present a 2−dimensional quantum walker on curved discrete sur-
faces with dynamical geometry. This walker extends the quantum walker
over the fixed triangular lattice introduced in [5]. We write the discrete
equations of the walker on an arbitrary triangulation, whose flat space-
time limit recovers the Dirac equation in (2+1)-dimension. The geometry
is changed through Pachner moves, allowing the surface to transform into
any topologically equivalent surface, starting from a flat space. We present
the first theoretical model which couple in a non-linear fashion the dynam-
ics of the walker and the dynamical lattice. Numerical simulations show
that both the number of wells and the local curvature grows as tae−bt
2
and that in long time flatness emerge, in agreement with theory. We also
prove that the global behaviour is invariant under random fluctuations of
the discrete metrics.
Keywords. Discrete time dynamical system, Quantum Walk, Pachner
move, dynamical triangulation, general relativity
1 Introduction
Quantum walks. Quantum cellular automata are an extension of cellular au-
tomata to quantum computing : cells can now be in a quantum superposition
of states instead of a single state, and their evolution is (i) unitary ; (ii) ho-
mogeneous (translation-invariant and time-independant) ; (iii) causal, id est
it only depends on a finite neighborhood of the cell. Just as CAs are Turing
complete, that is any algorithm can be simulated by a CA, QCAs can simulate
any quantum algorithm [8]. Quantum walks are a particular type of QCAs that
represent the propagation of a quantum particle on the lattice [13]. Their study
is blossoming, for two parallel reasons.
On the one hand, QWs have enabled the discovery of whole series of novel
quantum computing algorithms for the future quantum computers, for instance
[2, 25], or allow a natural and intuitive expression of those algorithms, for in-
stance the Grover search [1]: the walker explores a graph encoding the instance
of the problem, and converges to the cell encoding the solution to the problem.
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On the other hand, QWs have also enabled the discovery of a whole series of
novel quantum simulation schemes for the near-future simulation devices, and
allow more intuitive expressions of these schemes [11, 22]. Quantum simulations
are what led Feynman to introduce quantum computing in the first place [17].
Although universal quantum computers are not yet a reality, QW-like quantum
simulation devices have already been designed [18, 24] : the walker propagates
on the square lattice in such a way that the continuum limit of its behavior
converges towards the physics equation that is to be simulated [15, 16]. Those
schemes are both (i) stable numerically, even for classical computers—therefore
converging as long as they are consistent [10] ; (ii) simple discrete models of the
physical phenomena that conserve unitarity, homogeneity, causality and some-
times even Lorentz-covariance [7, 12]—and thus provide playgrounds to discuss
foundational questions in Physics [20]. In a nutshell, QWs are becoming a new
language to express quantum physical phenomena.
Motivations. Although QWs have already been extensively studied when the
lattice is fixed, to the best of our knowledge they have never been studied in
cases where we allow the lattice to change. Classical cellular automata on dy-
namical lattices in one and two dimensions have been introduced recently by
[21, 19]. Our goal is thus to develop and study a QW on a 2−dimensional lat-
tice, where the dynamics of the lattice depends on the walker’s evolution, and
viceversa, which is reminiscent of the basic mechanism of Einstein field equa-
tions, governing spacetime dynamics. More particularly, we would like to have
two already elegant theories to work together. On the one hand, the family of
QWs considered here is one described in [5], as while being very simple, it has
the Dirac Equation as a continuous limit and can easily be extended to account
for a curved metric [6]. On the other hand, Pachner moves are a kind of trans-
formations of the lattice which change the triangulation but not the topology.
The dynamics of a lattice subject to Pachner moves has already been studied,
e.g., in the context of lattice gas models [19] or complex networks [14]. Although
we focus on the interaction between the dynamical lattice and one walker, we
believe that results are already rich enough, displaying the main features of the
multi-walkers theory, namely quantum cellular automata.
Plan. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we remind the reader
of the definition of the quantum walk over the triangular lattice, introduced in
[5], and the definition of Pachner moves. In section 3, we extend this quantum
walker to a triangular lattice subject to Pachner moves. In section 4 we write
the global equation that rules the behavior of the walker and the lattice. Then,
in section 5, we show numerical simulations for different families of discrete sur-
faces and finally discuss local and global properties of the lattice and the walker
independently.
2
2 Recap : Quantum Walk on the triangular lat-
tice and Pachner moves
2.1 Quantum walk on the triangular lattice
To define the quantum walk over the triangular lattice, we consider the Hilbert
space H = He ⊗Hs where He is spanned by the basis states |e〉 with e an edge
of the lattice and Hs is spanned by the basis states |↑〉 and |↓〉. If v is a triangle
and k ∈ {1, 2, 3} ∼= Z/3Z we therefore write
ψ(t, v, k) =
(
ψ↑(t, v, k)
ψ↓(t, v, k)
)
to represent the upper and lower components of the field, that we call spin,
carried by the k−th edge of v.
A step of the quantum walker is applied to an encoding of the field : ψ˜(t, v, k) =
Ukψ(t, v, k). Let us label each triangle with the spin (↑ or ↓), such that any two
adjacent triangles have different spins. A step can then be divided into two
substeps :
• first, rotate each triangle according to its label : if triangle v’s label is s,
we set
ψ˜s
(
t+

2
, v, k
)
= ψ˜s(t, v, k − 1)
• then, apply a unitary to each edge :
ψ˜(t+ , v, k) = Wψ˜
(
t+

2
, v, k
)
Since adjacent triangles have different labels, this can be rewritten as a whole
as
ψ˜(t+ , v, k) = W
(
ψ˜↑(t, v, k − 1)
ψ˜↓(t, v, k − 1)
)
When W and the Uk are well-chosen, making three steps yields an equation
that converges, when  converges to 0, to the (2 + 1)−dimensional Dirac Equa-
tion, i.e., the partial differential equation governing the dynamics of matter
particles, e.g., electrons. [5].
2.2 Pachner moves
The triangular lattice is a triangulation of the plane and thus a discrete manifold.
We can therefore apply Pachner moves to it. An n−to−m Pachner move is
done by taking a subset of n triangles of a manifold and replacing it by its
complementary in the discrete (n+m)−dimensional sphere, ∂∆n+m. It is easier
to visualize in the dual setting of graphs (each triangle of the complex is a vertex
and each side of the triangle is an edge between the two triangles it separes, see
figure 1) [4], as in figure 2.
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Figure 1: Discrete manifold / graph duality
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(b) 1−to−3 Pachner move
Figure 2: Pachner moves
Pachner moves are remarkable because any discrete manifold homeomor-
phism can be seen as a finite sequence of Pachner moves, therefore they do not
change the topology of the surface. Thus by allowing Pachner moves on our lat-
tice we actually allow it to transform into any topologically equivalent discrete
manifold.
Since ∂∆3 is a tetrahedron, one can see 1−to−3 Pachner moves as creating
a well in the lattice, and 3−to−1 Pachner moves as removing those wells.
3 Coupling the Quantum Walker with Pachner
moves
3.1 The lattice
In section 2, the triangles of the lattice labeled with a spin (↑ or ↓), telling
us which component of the field the triangle carries. An important property
is that two adjacent triangles cannot be labeled with the same spin, as both
components of the walker on the edge they share must be propagated. It does
not hold true when taking Pachner moves into account as 1−to−3 Pachner
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moves create 3−cycles (it is impossible to find a 2−coloration of a graph with
3−cycles). We thus introduce the following set of labels :
Σ = {(↑, ↑, ↑), (↓, ↓, ↓), (↑, ↑, ↓), (↓, ↓, ↑)}
A triangle being labeled (s1, s2, s3) means that it carries the sk component of
its k−th side for each i ∈ Z/3Z. The triangular lattice can thus be labeled the
same way as in section 2, by identifying ↑ with (↑, ↑, ↑) and ↓ with (↓, ↓, ↓).
We therefore define our new lattice as a simplicial complex where each trian-
gle is labeled with an element of Σ, or, similarly, as a labeled graph where each
vertex represents a triangle, each edge represents a side, the vertices are labeled
with elements of Σ and the edges are labeled with elements of pi = Z/3Z.
3.2 Evolution of the lattice under Pachner moves
In the simplicial complex setting, Pachner moves can be seen as replacing a sub-
set of the complex with its complementary in a simplicial sphere ∂∆n. To de-
fine them in our labeled simplicial complex setting, we label the 3−dimensional
sphere as in figure 3.
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0↑↑↓ ↓↓↑
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↓↓↓
Figure 3: ∂∆3 labeled
Making a Pachner move now amounts to taking the complementary in the
labeled version of ∂∆3 and then inverting the labels (↑ becomes ↓ and ↓ be-
comes ↑) so that we still have that two adjacent triangles each carry a different
component of the field along their shared edge (figure 4).
Notice that this means the 1−to−3 Pachner move is still the inverse of
the 3−to−1 Pachner move and that the 2−to−2 Pachner move is still its own
inverse.
We now show that we can make Pachner moves whenever we want to.
Lemma 3.1. Two adjacent triangles always have different labels.
Proof. Consider two adjacent triangles with labels (s1, s2, s3) and (s
′
1, s
′
2, s
′
3),
sharing their k−th side. We made sure that after any sequence of Pachner
moves two adjacent triangles each carry a different component along their shared
edge. Therefore sk 6= s′k, hence (s1, s2, s3) 6= (s′1, s′2, s′3) : the two triangles have
different labels.
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Figure 4: 1-to-3 Pachner move
Corollary 3.2. It is always possible to apply a Pachner move on a complete
subgraph of the lattice, as long as it has less than 4 vertices.
3.3 The quantum walker
At each timestep t, the field ψ˜ and the lattice evolve in the following order :
• first, each triangle rotates its internal components : if triangle v’s label is
(s1, s2, s3),
ψ˜sk(t+ ∆t, v, k) = ψ˜sk−1(t, v, k − 1)
• second, we apply W to each edge :
ψ˜(t+ ∆t, v, k) = Wψ˜(t, v, k)
Notice that, at this point, if the lattice is the standard triangular lattice, the
walker evolves exactly as in section 2.
• third, we apply the Pachner moves for this timestep.
3.4 Evolution of the walker during 1−to−3 and 2−to−2
Pachner moves
A 1−to−3 Pachner move can be seen as adding three new edges inside a triangle.
It therefore makes sense to have ψ˜ stay the same on the edges that already
existed before the Pachner move, and to set it to 0 on the newly created edges
(so that we still have ‖ψ‖2 = 1) (figure 5).
Similarly, a 2−to−2 Pachner move can be seen as changing which edges are
part of the same triangle, without changing the edges themselves. It therefore
makes sense to have ψ˜ stay the same on those edges.
3.5 Evolution of the walker during 3−to−1 Pachner moves
The evolution during 3−to−1 Pachner moves is more difficult to define. Indeed,
such a move deletes edges. This means that if ψ˜ changes only on a finite number
of edges, reversibility does not hold (the linear transformation acts on a finite
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Figure 5: Evolution of the walker during a 1−to−3 Pachner move
ψ˜(t, v, 2) ψ˜(t, v, 3)
ψ˜(t, v, 1)
ψ˜(t, w, 3) ψ˜(t, w, 2)
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ψ˜(t, w, 3) ψ˜(t, v, 1)
ψ˜(t, v, 3)
ψ˜(t, w, 2)
↓↓↑ ↑↑↓
Figure 6: Evolution of the walker during a 2−to−2 Pachner move
vector space but has a non-zero kernel, thus it is not injective). Since we want
reversibility to hold true, the evolution has to take into account the value ψ˜ on
an infinite number of edges. This is a problem as it would be best that Pachner
moves only act locally, that is on a finite number of edges.
To solve this first problem we make the assumption that at time t = 0 (and
therefore at any time t) the walker is in a superposition of a finite number of
states, that is ψ˜(t = 0) is equal to 0 on a cofinite set of edges. This way, it is
possible to have a unitary that acts on a vector space of infinite dimension while
having it change only a finite number of values in practice.
This can for example be done with a translation. The most intuitive one we
found is depicted on figure 7. If three triangles make a 3−cycle onto which a
3−to−1 Pachner move is applied, then any internal component carried by one
of those triangles (say, v) on one of its edges internal to the 3−cycle (say, its
k−th side) is translated along the side of v that goes out of the 3−cycle into
the neighboring triangle w, and then is translated again along the k−th side of
w to finally replace the internal component of the neighbor of w on its k−th
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side. The old value of this component is then translated along the same edges
and replaces another internal component that also gets translated and replaces
another value, etc.
1 2
2
2
2
0
w
1
0
1
0
1
v
2
Figure 7: Translation of the component internal to w on its first side during a
3−to−1 Pachner move
Once the translation is done, the edges internal to the 3−cycle can be deleted
as the information they carried was sent outside of the 3−cycle.
It does make sense physically to have a triangle influence another one which
is two edges away in the graph as the geometrical distance between the triangles
is still one (the triangles share a vertex).
Lemma 3.3. Consider the triangular lattice and apply a finite number of 1−to−3
and 3−to−1 Pachner moves. Then any triangle of the lattice appears at most
once in the sequence of the triangles visited during a translation along two edges,
as previously described.
Proof. It is true for the triangular lattice : a translation along two edges amounts
to translating along a fixed vector, therefore any triangle is visited at most once.
Let us now consider a lattice where this holds true. Then applying a 1−to−3
or a 3−to−1 Pachner move keeps this property true. Indeed, applying such a
8
Pachner move does not destroy any cycle, as can be seen in figure 8. If we were
to find a cycle in the new lattice, we could apply the inverse Pachner move and
get the original lattice, without having destroyed the cycle. Therefore the cycle
already existed in the original lattice, which contradicts our assumption.
By induction, the property thus holds true after a finite number of such
Pachner moves.
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
Figure 8: 1−to−3 and 3−to−1 Pachner have no influence on cycles
Corollary 3.4. When considering only 1−to−3 and 3−to−1 Pachner moves,
the previously described unitary is reversible (since no cycle appear in the trans-
lations nothing gets translated to the edges that will be removed) but still changes
the value of ψ˜ on a finite number of edges (since no cycle appear in the transla-
tions, at some point all the non-zero edges have been exhausted and we’re only
translating zeros).
Unfortunately this does not hold true anymore if we consider 2−to−2 Pach-
ner moves, as they introduce cycles. We were not able to find any unitary for
3−to−1 Pachner moves that worked when considering 2−to−2 Pachner moves
as well. We do believe though it should be possible to consider 2−to−2 Pach-
ner moves, either by finding such a unitary or by disallowing 2−to−2 Pachner
moves when the lattice has a certain structure.
We therefore decided to restrict ourselvesto 1−to−3 and 3−to−1 Pachner
moves here as 2−to−2 Pachner moves also create problems when trying to
visualise the lattice in 3 dimensions.
3.6 When to make Pachner moves
In practice, making a 1−to−3 or a 3−to−1 Pachner move curves the metric,
as a particle has to go through more triangles to travel a fixed distance after
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a 1−to−3 Pachner move then before one. In general relativity, it is matter
that curves the metric and viceversa. We adopted this point of view here,
choosing to make a 1−to−3 Pachner move (creating a well) on a triangle v
whenever the probability to be on that triangle is above a threshold α (if v is
labelled (s1, s2, s3), whenever
∑3
k=1 |ψsk(t, v, k)|2 > α), and to make a 3−to−1
Pachner move (removing a well) whenever the probability to be inside that well
is below a threshold β (if u and v are glued along their first side, v and w along
their second side and w and u along their third side, we make a Pachner move
whenever ‖ψ(t, u, 1)‖2 + ‖ψ(t, v, 2)‖2 + ‖ψ(t, w, 3)‖2 < β).
4 Discrete equation of the walker
We now write the discrete equation of the walker, that is ψ(t+) as a function of
ψ(t). To do so, we first change the way we write ψ, as thinking of it as a function
of the triangles is cumbersome to write the equations for the Pachner moves.
Instead, we choose a triangle of the triangular lattice to be its origin. We can
keep track of it when it is subject to Pachner moves as a 1−to−3 Pachner moves
always create a triangle with the same label as the triangle to which it is applied
(this would not be true had we kept 2−to−2 Pachner moves) : this new triangle
becomes the origin. This makes the dual graph a pointed graph, and therefore
every triangle can be thought of as the language of words that correspond to
a path from the origin to the triangle [9]. For example, if a triangle can be
thought of as a language v, then its neighbor on its first side can be thought of
as the language v.1 = {u.1 | u ∈ v}. We identify any u ∈ v with v itself. We
can now introduce two ways of writing ψ :
• if triangle v’s label is (s1, s2, s3), we write:
ψ(t, v : k) = ψsk(t, v, k)
ψ(t, v : k : v.k) = ψ(t, v, k)
• if triangle v carries the ↑ component of its k−th side and its neighbor v.k
on that side carries the ↓ component, we write:
ψ
t, vk
w
 = ( ψ(t, v : k)
ψ(t, v.k : k)
)
After rotating the triangles and applying W , we have:
ψ˜
t+ , vk
w
 = W ( ψ˜(t, v : k − 1)
ψ˜(t, w : k − 1)
)
= (WRψ˜(t))
 vk
w

(we see W as both a 2−dimensional operator when it acts on a single edge and
an infinite dimensional operator when it acts on all the edges).
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After applying all the 1−to−3 Pachner moves, we have:
ψ
t+ 3, Πni=1ki(ki+1ki)
11→t+23(Π
i
j=1kj)
k(
Πni=1ki(ki+1ki)
11→t+23(Π
i
j=1kj)
)
k
 =
(
1− 11→t+23 (Πni=1ki) (1− δkn=k)
)
ψ
t+ 2, Πni=1kik
(Πni=1ki) k

This describes both how triangles are renamed (we add letters in the middle
of the word for each Pachner move done on the corresponding path) and what
becomes of ψ (it becomes zero only if the triangle is subject to a Pachner move
and if the edge referred to is now part of the new 3−cycle, otherwise it stays
the same). The function 11→t3 tells us whether a 1−to−3 Pachner move is to
be applied on the triangle at time t :
11→t3(v) =
{
1 if
∑3
k=1 |ψ(t, v : k)|2 > α
0 otherwise
Finally, let 3−cycles(t) be the setc = {u : 0, v : 1, w : 2, u : 1 : w, u : 2 : v, v : 0 : w}
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
s∈{u,v,w}
k∈pi
s:k/∈c
|ψ(t+ , s : k)|2 < β

Then, after the 3−to−1 Pachner moves,
ψ˜(t+ 2) =
(
Πc∈3−cycles(t+)Dc ◦ Tc
)
ψ˜(t+ )
with
(Tcψ˜)(u : k) = δ∃n∈N∗,u.(k(k+1))n:k+1∈cψ˜(u.k(k + 1) : k)
+ δ∃n∈N∗,u.(k(k+2))n:k+2∈cψ˜(u.k(k + 2) : k)
+ δ∀n∈N,l∈{k+1,k+2},u.(kl)n:l/∈cψ˜(u : k)
and
(Dcψ˜) (u = Π
n
i=1ki : k) = ψ˜
(
Πi∈Iuc ki
)
where
Iuc =
{
i ∈ J1, nK ∣∣Πij=1kj : ki+1 : (Πij=1kj) ki+1 /∈ c}
Tc is the unitary that translates the values of ψ and Dc is the one that renames
the triangles after deleting the edges. Notice that we did not specify in which
order the 3−cycles c should be taken : we chose to do so in descending proba-
bility, but it does not seem to influence the overall behavior of the walk.
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Putting all those equations together gives
ψ˜
t+ 3, Π
n
i=1ki(ki+1ki)
11→t3(Π
i
j=1kj)
k(
Πni=1ki(ki+1ki)
11→t3(Π
i
j=1kj)
)
k
 =
(1− 11→t3 (Πni=1ki) (1− δkn=k))×
(
(Πc∈3−cyclesDc ◦ Tc)WRψ˜(t)
) Πni=1kik
(Πni=1ki) k

Notice that we chose to apply the 3−to−1 Pachner moves before the 1−to−3
ones : this is because doing the converse would mean instantly deleting the
newly created 3−cycles.
This equation is highly not-linear and prohibitive to study as itself analytically.
Still, we can find some limite cases, for instance that choosing α = 1 yields the
quantum walk over the triangular lattice from section 2 (since 3−cycles(t) is
always empty) or that choosing β = 0 amounts to overlooking 3−to−1 Pachner
moves.
5 Numerical simulations
As for any non-linear dynamical equations, we choose to investigate global and
local features of the system with accurate numerical simulations. For our set-up,
we chose for ψ(t = 0) to be 1√
3
on each of the three internal components of the
origin triangle and 0 elsewhere, in such a way the norm of ψ sums to the unity.
Then, we also chose β to be a function of α, since, making an analogy with
mechanics, usually a surface has a single elasticity constant that is involved
in both stretching and relaxation. Thus, α will be the only parameter in the
evolution and will represent the response of the discrete surface to the presence
of the walker. In particular, an interesting relationship between α and β is that
when β > 6α, any 3−cycle in the lattice is unstable, that is it is always subject
to a Pachner move at each step. Indeed, if the probability of being inside the
3−cycle is high enough (higher than β) so that we do not apply a 3−to−1
Pachner moves onto it, than there is an edge (v, k) inside it with probability
|ψ(t, v, k)|2 > β/6 > α, thus a 1−to−3 Pachner move is applied to v. We thus
considered, among others, the relationship β = 3α, as a middle ground between
full unstability (β > 6α) and quasi-stability (when β < α, no edge can be the
sole cause of a 1−to−3 Pachner move once it was subject to a 3−to−1 Pachner
move, by a similar reasoning).
At each timestep t, we considered the walker and lattice properties indepen-
dently. In particular,
• to study the structure of the lattice itself, we measured its discrete global
and local curvature: it is well known that curved spacetime can be approx-
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imated by equilateral triangles [23, 3], or simplices in higher dimensions,
whose lengths l, may ultimately be shrunk to zero to recover a continuum
theory. Dynamical triangulation of space can incorporate both negative
and positive curvature by suitably gluing the triangles together. Here we
use a simple definition of the curvature concentrated in the deficit angles
at the vertices, which is reminiscent of Regge calculus: if a vertex of a
lattice is shared by n triangles, then the vertex’s curvature is equal to
2pi−npi/3. The global curvature of the lattice is then the sum of the local
curvatures of its vertices. For a 2-dimensional surface, it must be constant
and vanishing, as predicted from General relativity in 2D. For instance in
a triangular lattice where each vertex is shared by six triangles, the curva-
ture is equal to 0. Performing a 1−to−3 Pachner move on a triangle means
adding negative local curvature (−pi) to the created vertex and positive
local curvature (pi/3) to each of the three vertices of the former triangle,
thus leaving the global curvature unchanged. In particular we consider
that at time t = 0 the lattice is globally and locally flat as in [5], thus
at all times the global curvature is equal 0. To have a meaningful global
measurement of the curvature, we also computed the number of wells in
the lattice (in other words the number of 1−to−3 Pachner moves carried
out minus the number of 3−to−1 Pachner moves carried out).
• to study the walker itself, we measured the variance of its position Var[e] =
E[e2]−E[e]2, with E[e] = ∑e e|Ψ|2 the expectation value of the position
of the walker along edge eˆ. More precisely, because we expected that the
variance be proportional to tη, we chose to compute d log (Var[e])d log t to have
access to the exponent η. Notice that if the walk is symmetric with respect
to x and y, ηx = ηy. Because this condition holds for our walk, we will use
η as the global variance of the walker. Moreover, note that over the flat
triangular lattice described in section 2, η converges to 2 (the blue points
in figure ??), which means that the dynamics is ballistic.
As previously stated, the global curvature of the lattice is equal to 0, as
predicted by the physical model. If we now look at a ball of fixed radius,
the local curvature is no longer constant. Actually, whatever the values of α
and β chosen, the local curvature always evolves following the same scheme,
as depicted in figure 9 : (i) first, it increases steadily, as in ta : the particle
is localized and the surface stretches ; (ii) second, it decreases very fast, as in
e−bt
2
: the particle is not localized anymore and the surface relaxes ; (iii) third,
some small wells appear but disappear almost immediately ; (iv) fourth, the
local curvature is again constant and equal to zero : the particle’s localisation
is completely spread out leaving no place for Pachner moves. The lattice has
reached its final state as the flat triangular lattice. The total number of wells
follows the same model, although less accurately, as depicted in figure 10.
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Figure 9: Local curvatures of the lattice in a ball of a radius 1, fit as tae−bt
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Figure 10: Number of wells in the lattice, fit as tae−bt
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Notice that the fact that the lattice always ends up as the flat triangular
lattice means that when t 1, our walker also behaves exactly as the quantum
walker over the flat triangular lattice. This is confirmed by how the variance
evolves (figure 11) : although it might grow very slowly during a first phase
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Figure 11: Gradiant of the logarithm of the variance : it always converges to 2.
(when the particle is localized), exploring a clear sub-diffusion and diffusion
regime, it always ends up behaving as t2, exactly as the variance of the walker
over the flat triangular lattice.
Finally, we wanted to investigate how our model behaves when the metrics
is subject to internal noise. We chose to add a noise to the value of α (we
considered α = α0e
x(t) where x(t) is chosen randomly in
[−σ2 , σ2 ]), in a way to
produce random fluctuations of the triangulation and thus of the local curvature.
We observed the same patterns (figure 12) : this suggest that our dynamics is
globally fault-resistant but can also highlight how the order of the Pachner
moves in the evolution of the metrics doesn’t matter at large scale.
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(a) Curvature of the ball of radius 1 for
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−5 and β = 3α.
Figure 12: The dynamics is globally fault-resistant
The main global property that we found is that the local curvature for a
ball of radius 1 and the number of wells both behave as t 7→ ctae−bt2 in the
deterministic and random case. This is particularly interesting because the
exponential decrease (e−bt
2
) can be found in multiple models throughout physics
and the constant b is usually associated to an internal cut-off of the system. We
thus suspected it was a function of α. And indeed, plotting the value of b
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against α, as in figure 13, we can see that the constant 1/b depends linearly on
the logarithm of α (where the ratio depends on the relationship between α and
β), and similarly for the time at which the local curvature goes from decreasing
exponentially fast to oscillating at small values (tmax on the graphs). Moreover,
the fact that those constants are the same in the model of the curvature and in
the model of the number of wells corroborates the idea that they are linked to
the physical constants of the lattice.
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(a) Curvature when β = 3α
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(b) Number of wells when β = 3α
Figure 13: The parameter b as a function of α
6 Summary and future work
We introduced, to the best of our knowledge, the first exemple of QW over dy-
namical triangular lattice, where rules changing the geometry are constructed
using Pachner moves. Although, for simplicity, we restricted ourselves to 1−to−3
and 3−to−1 Pachner moves, we do believe it should be possible to extend our
walker to 2−to−2 Pachner moves. We then wrote the equation that governs the
behavior of the walker. It is highly non-linear, and represents the strong cou-
pling between the dynamics of the walker and the lattice : the walker evolves
according to the state of the lattice at time t, and the lattice transforms ac-
cording to the presence probability of the walker at the same instant. The wave
16
function does not depend directly on the coordinates of the lattice, which makes
it prohibitive to compute the continuous limit. Still we think that a differential
form can be derived in a mean field approximation or via coarse-graining maps,
and we leave it for future research. Finally we found a robust local character-
ization of the curvature and the global number of wells, which has never been
studied before, to the best of our knowledge. The evolution tae−bt
2
is made
of two factors : (i) one is a power law dominant for small t, which accounts
to the growing of the local curvature, (ii) the other is the exponential decay
which eventually overwhelms the power-law behavior at very large t. Although
it does not scale as a power low, it is a good approximation and in particular it
naturally capture finite size effects of metrics. Moreover we also studied numer-
ically random oscillations of the metrics, showing that the large scale features
of the walker and of the lattice dynamics are kept invariant. In future works,
we would like to extend our model in two directions: considering multi-particle
QCA and to higher dimensional simplicices complex, e.g. tetrahedra, where
global curvature is no longer constant.
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